Fisher has what it takes to do it. An unequalled selection of HPLC-grade solvents, water, inorganic buffers, derivatizing agents, ion pair reagents. All are tailor-made for sensitive HPLC procedures. All are stocked at Fisher branches to smooth your HPLC workload.

A series of uniquely stringent QC tests guarantee their fitness for interference-free HPLC. Solvents and water, for example, are tested to determine their purity for HPLC. The results of this and other rigorous tests are printed on the label of every bottle. Thus: guaranteed quality, bottle-to-bottle, lot-to-lot.

As an extra convenience, have your Fisher branch set up a Customer Reserve Quantity arrangement, reserving HPLC reagents for you alone, and shipping to meet your timetable. You can even reserve an entire lot, guaranteeing total uniformity month-in, month-out.

Send for our new HPLC catalog today.

Fisher Scientific Company
711 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 562-8543

All your HPLC gradient baselines can be as perfect as this one.

Gradient elution run on Hewlett Packard HPLC Model 1084A equipped with variable wavelength detector set at 254nm with attenuation of 0.01 AUIS and L.C. Terminal 79850A. Column is Waters C-18 Reverse Phase run at 50°C. Flow is 4ml/min. Solvent B is Fisher HPLC Grade Acetonitrile, catalog no. A-998, lot no. 700191. Solvent A is Fisher HPLC Grade Water, catalog no. W-5, lot no. 794709.
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As easy as 1·2·3

If you've been wishing you could get rid of the inconvenience and difficulties of iodinating proteins, here is an easy way to do it. Get our simple, reliable Radioiodination System \[181\] — everything you need, ready for your protein. We've selected a mild reaction method (enzymatic lactoperoxidase) to preserve your protein specificity. We've made sure that there are no contaminants to interfere with proper iodination. And we've tested each lot in a complete iodination procedure. The ingredients are: Sodium iodide \[181\], iodination reagent, sodium phosphate buffer, 1% \(\beta\)-glucose to activate the system, and a volatile radioiodine trap. This system is the new way to make iodination straightforward and reliable. Send for the protocol to start saving time and trouble.

Javelin, with the widest range of Night Viewing Devices (NVDs) and accessories in the world makes your study easier to perform and your results more complete. Whether you're studying the effects of pollution on hermit crabs or the social habits of insects or mammals, or working in the laboratory, it's a 24-hour a day endeavor. Javelin's NVDs will help you observe all facets of their activity without exposing them to any unnatural light, not even infrared, thus eliminating an extra variable in your study.

With a Javelin NVD you can study and photograph subjects in almost total darkness because the NVD provides a light gain greater than 50,000 times.

Two of Javelin's NVDs are particularly well adapted to scientific projects because they use a variety of lenses easily interchanged, connect and disconnect from various cameras quickly and are simpler to operate than your 35 mm camera. Using an NVD and Photo Adaptor you can shoot in almost total darkness with a lens setting of f/4 using ASA400 film and view or shoot objects as close as ten inches or as far as 2,000 meters.

Our Javelin 221 is the most popular device for relatively short distances. Lightweight, it adds less than two pounds to your camera. The focal plane iris of this model allows you to reduce the field of view to concentrate on the particular portion of the screen of the greatest importance. For convenience, this model also mounts on a light tripod.

The Javelin 226 is a larger unit especially designed for long distance viewing. It features a biocular viewer, allowing you to stand twelve inches back of the NVD and look with both eyes, like watching TV. This viewer is on a swinging door mount with an optional adjacent swinging door to attach a television or photographic or movie camera. During field research you can view the scene by using the biocular viewer and, within seconds, "change doors" to position a camera to photograph the scene. The model 226 weighs 13.5 pounds, heavy enough to support large telephoto lenses, but light enough to be easily transported.

Both models use an Automatic Brightness Control to eliminate adjustments when scanning from dark to illuminated areas. Gain is adjusted automatically.

Whether your project takes you underwater or above, whether it involves tagging prairie dogs or hospital research and evaluation, Javelin has done it all. Call us concerning your project. We may be able to get you out of the dark.

JAVELIN ELECTRONICS

19831 Magellan Drive, Torrance, CA 90502 • (213) 327-7440
Telex: 19-4860 JAVELIN TRNC
Dialog – world's biggest single source of online technical information.

Technical and scientific literature searching has certainly come out of the stacks. Thanks to computers, there are faster, more thorough ways to work. Clearly the best of those ways is the Dialog Service for these reasons:

What Dialog gives you.

At your fingertips, in a matter of seconds, are technical reports, journal articles, conference papers and patents in every scientific and technical field. The information you can get from Dialog covers every field from aerodynamics to zymurgy— and it goes back 10 years or more. It includes the latest business databases that cover government controls, regulations affecting industry, raw materials, supply data, new product development, and economic trend data keyed to new industries.

The reach of Dialog.

It's worldwide. And it includes more than 100 databases and 30,000,000 abstracts and references embracing all fields. No other retrieval service is close to Dialog in size or scope. Dialog also is within reach financially. The cost of a search is surprisingly low, as little as $10 in some cases.

How close is Dialog to you?

Dialog probably is at your organization's library. Many people do their own Dialog searches in their lab or office. All you need is a standard computer terminal and telephone. What's more, Dialog is online over 110 hours a week.

Ask your librarian about Dialog and the ways it can help you tap into the knowledge explosion in your field. Or write Lockheed Information Systems, Dept. SC, 3460 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304. In the U.S.A., call toll-free (800) 227-1960; in California, (800) 982-5838.

Lockheed Dialog
GET HIGH ON
SUPER RANGE

ELECTRONIC BALANCES ONLY BY SARTORIUS

Only Super Range combines high capacity with higher accuracy.
Super Range is an expanded weighing range to the full capacity of the balance, resulting in higher readout accuracy. With Super Range, you can weigh 400 grams to 0.001 g (Model 1265MP, above left), or 4,000 grams to 0.01 g (Model 1364MP, above right).

Balances with 'dual range' or 'movable fine range' cannot match this readability when weighing to full capacity.

With Super Range, the final decimal place never disappears.
Super Range avoids the confusion of the 'disappearing' final decimal place common to 'movable fine range' balances when weighing to full capacity.

With Super Range, the number of decimal places in the readout is constant, regardless of sample weight.

Today's most advanced balances to meet the needs of tomorrow.
Super Range Balances are microprocessor-equipped and feature instant electronic taring, built-in BCD output to interface with printers and calculators, adjustable integration time, and large, bright 7-segment displays. Super Range is another weighing first from Sartorius.

For literature, write: Sartorius Balances Division, Brinkmann Instruments, Inc., Subsidiary of Sybron Corporation, Cantiague Road, Westbury, N.Y. 11590, or call 516/334-7500.
Revco® has made quite a name for itself in a lot of foreign languages.

In fact, you'll find our products in some of the most remote corners of the earth. (At last count people were relying on Revco in 143 countries.) All because of our very sophisticated sales and service network.

Naturally any product demands routine service. We just want to make sure that when your Revco freezer needs servicing, it gets it from somebody who routinely services Revco products.

This is why the same Revco product performance developed in the United States works equally as well in Spain, Japan or South America.

So if you're in the market for a product and service that's good enough to travel abroad, imagine how good Revco products and services are right here at home.

**WHY WE'RE NUMBER ONE.**

You'll be surprised to learn that our product line is our only product line. It's not a side line. And it's the only product of its kind listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.

Next, take where we build our products. Every space-saving Revco product is made in one of the world's few plants designed exclusively for the manufacture of ULTra-Low® temperature equipment.

Take the way we build the Revco line. Each product is engineered for maximum efficiency and lower operating costs.

Take all this into consideration and we're sure you'll insist on Revco.

**REVCO®** The world's leader in ULTra-Low® temperature equipment.

Refrigeration Products Division/Rheem Manufacturing Company

1100 Memorial Drive, West Columbia, S.C. 29169 Telephone (803) 796-1700 TWX 810-666-2103 Cable: Revco
FOR TODAY'S FACULTY AND COLLEGE STAFF MEMBERS' FROM 18 TO 80.

Whether you're thinking retirement or not, review the plan that provides for cash withdrawal (without surrender charge) and/or a lifetime income.

TIAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs) offer you substantial flexibility including cash withdrawal and/or lifetime retirement income. You can even reduce your income taxes now!

You can begin contributions to an SRA at any age and begin benefits at any age up to age 71 unless you are still employed (then you can delay beginning benefits until age 80). For example, you could start contributions at age 25, and choose to begin benefits or withdraw cash at age 34, 40 or 50, regardless of your employment status.

Get your money at any time.

You can receive benefits as a lifetime income or over a fixed period of from 2 to 10 years. What's more, if you need it (even while employed by your current employer), you can withdraw all the money you have accumulated by surrendering your contracts. Or, you can withdraw $1,000 or more every six months. There is never a cash surrender charge.

Contributions are tax-deferred, so you pay less income taxes now.

The federal income tax on your contributions is deferred until they are paid to you as benefits. So, you pay less tax now.

Changing employers? Take SRAs with you.

Since you own your Supplemental Retirement Annuities, you take them with you if you leave your current employer. You can make contributions through any institution that makes Supplemental Retirement Annuities available to staff members. Contributions can be as little as $25 a month.

Full information.

Complete and mail the coupon for an SRA Information Kit today. You'll get full details about all the advantages SRAs have to offer, why this plan suits so many financial situations and age groups and how much you may contribute to the plan.

* TIAA-CREF provides annuities and other services for employees of colleges, universities, private schools and certain other nonprofit tax-exempt educational and research institutions.

HELP YOURSELF TO A BRIGHTER FINANCIAL FUTURE 
SEND FOR A FREE INFORMATION KIT.
ISCO's electrophoresis power supplies offer constant power, current, or voltage. They can provide you with faster separations and sharper zones than you can get from conventional equipment, especially for isoelectric focusing and high performance discontinuous buffer techniques. Power can be continuously indicated: there's no need to multiply current and voltage readings to determine wattage.

The Model 494 even has an automatic crossover circuit that switches control to a different mode whenever a preset voltage, current, or power limit is reached.

For more information, phone toll free: (800) 228-4250 (continental U.S.A. except Nebraska). Or write Instrumentation Specialties Company, P.O. Box 5347, Lincoln, Nebraska 68505.

Instruments with a difference
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COMBATING THE #1 KILLER

The SCIENCE Report on Heart Research

JEAN L. MARX and GINA BARI KOLATA

COMBATING THE #1 KILLER, based on a series of award-winning articles in SCIENCE Magazine, examines current knowledge about heart disease and its relation to lifestyle and environmental factors. The book provides information on the role of diet, exercise, and other lifestyle changes in reducing the risk of heart disease, as well as recommendations for prevention and treatment. It also discusses the latest research findings and their implications for public health policy.